REGULAR MEETING
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE
JANUARY 9, 2018

ROLL CALL:
Jake Pierce        Issac Cisneros
Richard Brown      Russell Church

1. PUBLIC WORKS UPDATE
   1. Repaired a water leak at Independence and River Street.
   2. Trash levels were very high during Christmas and New Years. The landfill was closed
      for several days, and they filled 5 roll offs from the packer truck.
   3. They have roads that need grading again.
   4. The frost line is 8” in town and about 14” in Tenderfoot.
   5. Russell and Issac had a meeting with Mr. Chaffin about the road between him and
      Red River Storage. There is some drainage problems he would addressed.

2. RECYCLE UPDATE
   We are only recycling cardboard at this time. The other bins have been removed.

3. STATUS ON DUMPSTERLID REPLACEMENT
   Issac received a bid for $175.00 per set. He is going to order 25 sets to start replacing
   Some of the broken bear proof lids. He is also planning in the new budget to order more
   complete dumpster. Everything we have dates back to when we started our own solid
   waste.

4. UPDATE ON STORAGE TANK PROJECT
   Russell said our attorneys have been communicating with the Jordan’s. They seem
   agreeable to selling the land needed. They will need to hammer out an agreement soon.
   Russell said we need to go out to bid on the project by April 1st.

   Russell said we have made a counter offer to American Tower for the Verizon site. That
   should be settled soon.

5. There was some flooding in the Tenderfoot area from Pioneer Creek. There are a couple
   of issues causing the problem. When the ski area closes and open the flow there is
   freezing, and when the ice builds to the bottom of some of the low bridges it starts
   overflowing into the street and private property. The Corp of Engineers recommends that
   the bridges be rebuilt at a higher level. That would be the homeowners responsibility,
   however Russell said there could possibly be some State funding for flood areas.

MEETING ADJOURNED
Respectfully Submitted,
George Woerndle
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
   Linton Judycki, Mark Martinez, Fred Northern, Jenna Grubbs
3. Pickle Ball equipment has arrived and is currently set up in the conference Center. CC will be open throughout the work week and on Monday and Thursday evenings for community use. In addition to Pickle Ball the basketball goals are available. Cmmt is going to sponsor a Pickle Ball instruction night taught by Rebecca Pockrandt and hope to set up a league. Group decide to inform Miner of instructional night and ask that pictures and write-up go in the paper.
4. New Disc Golf signs are in and plans were set for drawing out each hole for graphics on signs. Group will meet throughout April to put graphics on signs with the goal of early may work on the Disc Golf course and sign placement.
5. Group reviewed early drawings of Dog Park fence placement for Council consideration. Linton agreed to draw fence on a Google Earth map for the council meeting. Group discussed gate and access issues for the proposed dog Park.
6. Adjourn
Town of Red River  
Economic Development Committee  
Lodgers’ Tax Advisory Board,  

Tuesday January 9, 2018  

1. Call to Order  
2. Roll Call  
   Paulette Kiker, Karen Kelly, Courtney Henderson, Clay Robertson, Madelyn Loftin,  
   Danielle Hollier, Jenna Grubbs.  

Special Report from the Questa Economic Development Director, Lindsay Mapes  
Ms. Mapes reported that the QED has been actively pursuing several avenues for  
assistance in converting empty properties in Questa to livable homes with rental  
possibilities to aid both Taos and Red River with their long term affordable and seasonal  
housing needs. This project was begun when RR Chamber and Econ. Dev met with  
QED in an effort to open Questa up as a housing resource.  
Ms. Mapes requested assistance from RR in the form of a Housing Needs  
Assessment and point persons to communicate with throughout the process.  

3. Committee Reports  
   Chamber of Commerce  
   Chamber reported continued progress on the new software that they will be offering  
   members  
   First social for members great success  
   Monthly newsletter  
   Tourism Director  
   New calendar will be live on website by end of week  
   Memorial Day packets out by Jan 12  
   Flybox report  
   Conference Center  
   Revenue up 17% from last year  
   Uniforms shirts ordered for event staff  
   Lodgers Tax report and Financials  
   YTD ^ still up  

4. Other  
   See report on QED above